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multiple stages of the drug discovery pipeline 
could benefit from increased success rates

Paul  et al. Nat. Rev. Drug Discover. 9:203, 2010. 
Chodera et al. Curr. Opin. Struct. Biol., 21:150, 2011.

probability of stage success
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4.5 years and $219M

this stage has a 92% failure rate
~2-4% overall 
success rate



We regularly design planes, bridges,  
and buildings on computers 



103 - 106 parts

We regularly design planes, bridges,  
and buildings on computers 

< 102 atoms

Why not small molecule drugs?



Multiscale physical models could 
drive DESIGN IF ACCURATE AND PREDICTIVE

physical binding constant catalytic life cycle cellular pathways

Kd Ki,app EC50

We can use physical modeling and statistical mechanics to build predictive models



current models are insufficiently 
accurate to enable design

Born-Opppenheimer approximation
Limited treatment of QM (DFT or semiempirical)
Implicit treatment of some electrons

Implicit representation of all electrons

Neglect of polarization
Representation of multipolar moments
by fixed charges

Rigid receptor
Rigid or semi-rigid ligand
Single-configuration scoring
Simple solvation model

NATURE

QM/MM

POLARIZABLE 

MM

MM

DOCKING

From Warren et al. [GSK], “A Critical Assessment of Docking Programs and Scoring Functions”, J. Med. Chem. 49:5912, 2006.

“For prediction of compound affinity, none of the docking programs or scoring 
functions made a useful prediction of ligand binding affinity.”

There were statistically insignificant correlations (r ) -0.5
to -0.3) between affinity and docking scores observed for the
gyrase B, factor Xa, PPARδ, PDF, and MRS targets (Table 7).
We present a single illustrative example from the MRS data of
the many pAffinity versus scaled score plots generated, but not
shown, as part of our analysis of these data. Though the
correlation coefficient calculated for the plotted MRS data is
-0.3, even a superficial examination of Figure 11 reveals that
no useful correlation existed between the measured affinity and
the docking score. For HCV polymerase, no correlation (r e
-0.1) between score and measured affinity was observed for
any of the 37 scoring functions analyzed as part of this
evaluation. The complete results are tabulated in Supporting
Information.
The observed lack of a strong correlation between affinity

and score for PDF, the metal-containing protease target in this
study, was surprising because previously published data reported
a strong correlation for peptidic inhibitors of human metallo-
proteases (r2 ) 0.78)22 and for dicarboxylic acid inhibitors of
metallo-"-lactamase (r2 ) 0.87).25 It has been noted previously
that success at potency prediction is more likely when the
members of a congeneric series are of similar size and do not
have large conformational differences between the protein bound
and solution states.35 The molecular weight range for each of
the three PDF compound classes was greater than 180. One

possible explanation for the contrast in correlation between
affinity and docking score observed for this study versus
previously published data could be the compound size variation
present in this data set.
A general observation with respect to scoring function

performance on this data set is that no scoring function was
able to rank-order within the congeneric series or to predict
compound potency across series. Except for the case of S.
pneumococcus PDF where the compound affinity was weighted
toward nanomolar compounds, any correlation between docking
score and affinity came from a reduction in the false negative
rate (active compounds predicted to be inactive by the docking
score) and not from a correct rank-order (data not shown).
C.2. In most cases, reproduction of the binding mode did

not improve rank-order or potency prediction performance.
For the targets included in this evaluation, no statistically
significant correlation between docking score and affinity was
observed. One possible explanation is that the docking algo-
rithms did not reproduce the correct binding mode. According
to this hypothesis, we would expect an improvement in
correlation if the experimentally observed binding modes were
evaluated by the scoring function. We remind the reader that
for comparisons between pAffinity and scaled docking score, a
correlation coefficient r ) -1 would correspond to a perfect
rank-ordering of compounds by affinity while r ) +1 would
mean that the scoring function was universally ranking poorly
active compounds higher than more active compounds. Ac-
cordingly, we would hope that correlation coefficients would
be more negative for well-docked compounds than for poorly
docked compounds.
Two of the target data sets, PPARδ and MRS, contained a

large enough number of cocrystal structures to allow us to assess
whether affinity prediction improves for well-docked molecules.
For each target, we computed a correlation coefficient for only
those compounds for which the best-ranked pose was within 2
Å rmsd of the crystallographically determined pose. Table 8
lists the number of well-docked ligands for both of these targets
along with correlation coefficients for the full data set and for
the subset of well-docked ligands. Only programs that correctly
docked at least 30% of the target-specific compounds are
included in Table 8. The comparison between pAffinity and
docking score for a single program is presented graphically in
Figure 12. In this figure, all compounds in the data set are
marked with diamonds while the well-docked compounds are
emphasized by large squares.
Five programs were able to dock at least 30% of the

cocrystallized PPARδ ligands within 2 Å of the crystallographi-
cally determined conformation (Table 8); the rest of the 54
cocrystallized ligands were poorly docked. For most of the
compounds in the full PPARδ data set, we did not have

Figure 10. Plot of scaled score vs pAffinity where the two Chk1 kinase
chemical classes are plotted in magenta (class 1) and blue (class 2). It
is readily apparent that all of the correlation observed between the scaled
docking score and affinity is found in the class 1 molecules and that
no correlation exists between the docking score and class 2 compound
affinities.

Figure 11. Plot of scaled score vs pAffinity for MRS and PPARδ.
While the calculated correlation coefficient for the data shown for MRS
is r ) -0.28, this plot clearly demonstrates that these values are
meaningless. No useful correlation exists between the docking score
and compound affinity.

Table 8. Comparison of the Best Correlation Coefficient r between
pAffinity and Docking Score versus the Correlation Coefficient between
pAffinity and Score for Top-Ranked Poses with rmsd of e2 Å a

MRS PPARδ

program

no. of
well-docked
ligands

all
data

good
pose

no. of
well-docked
ligands

all
data

good
pose

FlexX 17 -0.36 -0.56
Flo+ 29 -0.42 -0.36
Glide 17 0.08 0.50 16 -0.35 -0.54
Gold 23 0.04 0.01 21 -0.43 -0.72
MVP 22 -0.18 -0.31
a The comparison is shown for selected docking programs on two targets,

MRS and PPARδ.

Docking Programs and Scoring Functions Journal of Medicinal Chemistry, 2006, Vol. 49, No. 20 5925

VIRTUAL SCREENING



transitioning from research to engineering  
IS DRIVEN BY LEarning from failure

“The subject of mechanical pathology is relatively as legitimate and important a study to the engineer as 
medical pathology is to the physician. While we expect the physician to be familiar with physiology, without 
pathology he would be of little use to his fellow-men, and it [is] as much within the province of the engineer 
to investigate causes, study symptoms, and find remedies for mechanical failures as it is to direct the 
sources of power in nature for the use and convenience of man.” 

- George Thomson, 1888

There were 250 bridge failures in the US and Canada between 1878-1888.



“When I started Intel we couldn’t make a device twice in a row in the same way. I earned my 
reputation by being part of a team that figured out why a thing was not reproducible… The 
attitude [in high-tech] is, something went wrong for a reason, let’s find the gold nugget… 
But in pharma, if a clinical trial doesn’t work…they just throw [the drug] away…” 

- Andy Grove (former CEO of Intel)

DRUG DESIGN IS NOT SEMICONDUCTOR DESIGN, BUT 
THERE IS UNTAPPED VALUE IN DATA FROM FAILED PROGRAMS

transitioning from research to engineering  
IS DRIVEN BY LEarning from failure
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From Warren et al. [GSK], “A Critical Assessment of Docking Programs and Scoring Functions”, J. Med. Chem. 49:5912, 2006.

“For prediction of compound affinity, none of the docking programs or scoring 
functions made a useful prediction of ligand binding affinity.”

There were statistically insignificant correlations (r ) -0.5
to -0.3) between affinity and docking scores observed for the
gyrase B, factor Xa, PPARδ, PDF, and MRS targets (Table 7).
We present a single illustrative example from the MRS data of
the many pAffinity versus scaled score plots generated, but not
shown, as part of our analysis of these data. Though the
correlation coefficient calculated for the plotted MRS data is
-0.3, even a superficial examination of Figure 11 reveals that
no useful correlation existed between the measured affinity and
the docking score. For HCV polymerase, no correlation (r e
-0.1) between score and measured affinity was observed for
any of the 37 scoring functions analyzed as part of this
evaluation. The complete results are tabulated in Supporting
Information.
The observed lack of a strong correlation between affinity

and score for PDF, the metal-containing protease target in this
study, was surprising because previously published data reported
a strong correlation for peptidic inhibitors of human metallo-
proteases (r2 ) 0.78)22 and for dicarboxylic acid inhibitors of
metallo-"-lactamase (r2 ) 0.87).25 It has been noted previously
that success at potency prediction is more likely when the
members of a congeneric series are of similar size and do not
have large conformational differences between the protein bound
and solution states.35 The molecular weight range for each of
the three PDF compound classes was greater than 180. One

possible explanation for the contrast in correlation between
affinity and docking score observed for this study versus
previously published data could be the compound size variation
present in this data set.
A general observation with respect to scoring function

performance on this data set is that no scoring function was
able to rank-order within the congeneric series or to predict
compound potency across series. Except for the case of S.
pneumococcus PDF where the compound affinity was weighted
toward nanomolar compounds, any correlation between docking
score and affinity came from a reduction in the false negative
rate (active compounds predicted to be inactive by the docking
score) and not from a correct rank-order (data not shown).
C.2. In most cases, reproduction of the binding mode did

not improve rank-order or potency prediction performance.
For the targets included in this evaluation, no statistically
significant correlation between docking score and affinity was
observed. One possible explanation is that the docking algo-
rithms did not reproduce the correct binding mode. According
to this hypothesis, we would expect an improvement in
correlation if the experimentally observed binding modes were
evaluated by the scoring function. We remind the reader that
for comparisons between pAffinity and scaled docking score, a
correlation coefficient r ) -1 would correspond to a perfect
rank-ordering of compounds by affinity while r ) +1 would
mean that the scoring function was universally ranking poorly
active compounds higher than more active compounds. Ac-
cordingly, we would hope that correlation coefficients would
be more negative for well-docked compounds than for poorly
docked compounds.
Two of the target data sets, PPARδ and MRS, contained a

large enough number of cocrystal structures to allow us to assess
whether affinity prediction improves for well-docked molecules.
For each target, we computed a correlation coefficient for only
those compounds for which the best-ranked pose was within 2
Å rmsd of the crystallographically determined pose. Table 8
lists the number of well-docked ligands for both of these targets
along with correlation coefficients for the full data set and for
the subset of well-docked ligands. Only programs that correctly
docked at least 30% of the target-specific compounds are
included in Table 8. The comparison between pAffinity and
docking score for a single program is presented graphically in
Figure 12. In this figure, all compounds in the data set are
marked with diamonds while the well-docked compounds are
emphasized by large squares.
Five programs were able to dock at least 30% of the

cocrystallized PPARδ ligands within 2 Å of the crystallographi-
cally determined conformation (Table 8); the rest of the 54
cocrystallized ligands were poorly docked. For most of the
compounds in the full PPARδ data set, we did not have

Figure 10. Plot of scaled score vs pAffinity where the two Chk1 kinase
chemical classes are plotted in magenta (class 1) and blue (class 2). It
is readily apparent that all of the correlation observed between the scaled
docking score and affinity is found in the class 1 molecules and that
no correlation exists between the docking score and class 2 compound
affinities.

Figure 11. Plot of scaled score vs pAffinity for MRS and PPARδ.
While the calculated correlation coefficient for the data shown for MRS
is r ) -0.28, this plot clearly demonstrates that these values are
meaningless. No useful correlation exists between the docking score
and compound affinity.

Table 8. Comparison of the Best Correlation Coefficient r between
pAffinity and Docking Score versus the Correlation Coefficient between
pAffinity and Score for Top-Ranked Poses with rmsd of e2 Å a

MRS PPARδ

program

no. of
well-docked
ligands

all
data

good
pose

no. of
well-docked
ligands

all
data

good
pose

FlexX 17 -0.36 -0.56
Flo+ 29 -0.42 -0.36
Glide 17 0.08 0.50 16 -0.35 -0.54
Gold 23 0.04 0.01 21 -0.43 -0.72
MVP 22 -0.18 -0.31
a The comparison is shown for selected docking programs on two targets,

MRS and PPARδ.

Docking Programs and Scoring Functions Journal of Medicinal Chemistry, 2006, Vol. 49, No. 20 5925

VIRTUAL SCREENING
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“For prediction of compound affinity, none of the docking programs or scoring 
functions made a useful prediction of ligand binding affinity.”

There were statistically insignificant correlations (r ) -0.5
to -0.3) between affinity and docking scores observed for the
gyrase B, factor Xa, PPARδ, PDF, and MRS targets (Table 7).
We present a single illustrative example from the MRS data of
the many pAffinity versus scaled score plots generated, but not
shown, as part of our analysis of these data. Though the
correlation coefficient calculated for the plotted MRS data is
-0.3, even a superficial examination of Figure 11 reveals that
no useful correlation existed between the measured affinity and
the docking score. For HCV polymerase, no correlation (r e
-0.1) between score and measured affinity was observed for
any of the 37 scoring functions analyzed as part of this
evaluation. The complete results are tabulated in Supporting
Information.
The observed lack of a strong correlation between affinity

and score for PDF, the metal-containing protease target in this
study, was surprising because previously published data reported
a strong correlation for peptidic inhibitors of human metallo-
proteases (r2 ) 0.78)22 and for dicarboxylic acid inhibitors of
metallo-"-lactamase (r2 ) 0.87).25 It has been noted previously
that success at potency prediction is more likely when the
members of a congeneric series are of similar size and do not
have large conformational differences between the protein bound
and solution states.35 The molecular weight range for each of
the three PDF compound classes was greater than 180. One

possible explanation for the contrast in correlation between
affinity and docking score observed for this study versus
previously published data could be the compound size variation
present in this data set.
A general observation with respect to scoring function

performance on this data set is that no scoring function was
able to rank-order within the congeneric series or to predict
compound potency across series. Except for the case of S.
pneumococcus PDF where the compound affinity was weighted
toward nanomolar compounds, any correlation between docking
score and affinity came from a reduction in the false negative
rate (active compounds predicted to be inactive by the docking
score) and not from a correct rank-order (data not shown).
C.2. In most cases, reproduction of the binding mode did

not improve rank-order or potency prediction performance.
For the targets included in this evaluation, no statistically
significant correlation between docking score and affinity was
observed. One possible explanation is that the docking algo-
rithms did not reproduce the correct binding mode. According
to this hypothesis, we would expect an improvement in
correlation if the experimentally observed binding modes were
evaluated by the scoring function. We remind the reader that
for comparisons between pAffinity and scaled docking score, a
correlation coefficient r ) -1 would correspond to a perfect
rank-ordering of compounds by affinity while r ) +1 would
mean that the scoring function was universally ranking poorly
active compounds higher than more active compounds. Ac-
cordingly, we would hope that correlation coefficients would
be more negative for well-docked compounds than for poorly
docked compounds.
Two of the target data sets, PPARδ and MRS, contained a

large enough number of cocrystal structures to allow us to assess
whether affinity prediction improves for well-docked molecules.
For each target, we computed a correlation coefficient for only
those compounds for which the best-ranked pose was within 2
Å rmsd of the crystallographically determined pose. Table 8
lists the number of well-docked ligands for both of these targets
along with correlation coefficients for the full data set and for
the subset of well-docked ligands. Only programs that correctly
docked at least 30% of the target-specific compounds are
included in Table 8. The comparison between pAffinity and
docking score for a single program is presented graphically in
Figure 12. In this figure, all compounds in the data set are
marked with diamonds while the well-docked compounds are
emphasized by large squares.
Five programs were able to dock at least 30% of the

cocrystallized PPARδ ligands within 2 Å of the crystallographi-
cally determined conformation (Table 8); the rest of the 54
cocrystallized ligands were poorly docked. For most of the
compounds in the full PPARδ data set, we did not have

Figure 10. Plot of scaled score vs pAffinity where the two Chk1 kinase
chemical classes are plotted in magenta (class 1) and blue (class 2). It
is readily apparent that all of the correlation observed between the scaled
docking score and affinity is found in the class 1 molecules and that
no correlation exists between the docking score and class 2 compound
affinities.

Figure 11. Plot of scaled score vs pAffinity for MRS and PPARδ.
While the calculated correlation coefficient for the data shown for MRS
is r ) -0.28, this plot clearly demonstrates that these values are
meaningless. No useful correlation exists between the docking score
and compound affinity.
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pAffinity and Docking Score versus the Correlation Coefficient between
pAffinity and Score for Top-Ranked Poses with rmsd of e2 Å a
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FlexX 17 -0.36 -0.56
Flo+ 29 -0.42 -0.36
Glide 17 0.08 0.50 16 -0.35 -0.54
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alchemical free energy calculations provide a 
rigorous way to efficiently compute binding affinities 

for a given forcefield

∆Gbind

PLP + L

PøP + ø
restraint imposition discharging steric decoupling noninteracting

Requires orders of magnitude less effort than simulating direct association process, 
but still includes all enthalpic/entropic contributions to binding free energy.

multiple simulations of alchemical intermediates
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Pioneering work from many: McCammon, van Gunsteren, Kollman, Jorgensen, Chipot, Roux, Boresch, Fujitani, Pande, Shirts, Swope, Christ, Mobley, Schrödinger, and many more 
Recent review: Chodera, Mobley, Shirts, Dixon, Branson, Pande. Curr Opin Struct Biol 21:150, 2011. 
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alchemical methods IN PRINCIPLE ALSO PROVIDE 
ACCESS TO many other useful properties

susceptibility to resistance mutations

partition coefficients (logP, logD) and permeabilities 

selectivity for subtypes or related targets/off-targets

lead optimization of affinity and selectivity

β-lactamaseampicillin

lipitor

clomifene ERα/β

also solubilities, polymorphs, etc. 



4 Shirts, Mobley, and Brown
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Unassisted Distribution
Screened with 0.5 kcal/mol noise
Screened with 1.0 kcal/mol noise
Screened with 2.0 kcal/mol noise
1.4 kcal/mol

Fig. 1.1. Distribution of drug a⇤nities of the chemist’s predictions (blue) compared
to the distribution of drug a⇤nities after selection by computer with computation
error � = 0.5 (purple), � = 1.0 (pink), and � = 2.0 (red). The shaded area represents
the total probability of a proposed modification with a⇤nity gain greater than 1.4
kcal/mol. In many situations, Even with moderate error, a reliable method of
filtering compounds could significantly improve the e⇤cency of synthesis in lead
optimization.

one round of synthesis. With 1.0 kcal/mol error, we still have 36% chance
of achieving the goal with the first molecule synthesized, for about a 5 fold
decrease in median number synthesized. Surprisingly, even with 2 kcal/mol
computational noise the time to the goal is reduced about threefold. Simi-
lar computations can be done with large numbers of computer evaluations;
unsurprisingly, the more computational evaluations can be done, the more
computational noise can be tolerated and still yield useful time savings. For
example, even with 2 kcal/mol error, if 100 molecules can be screened, num-
ber of molecules required to be synthesized is reduced eightfold, similar to
the results for 10 molecules and 0.5 kcal/mol error.

Even relatively small numbers of moderately accurate computer predic-
tions may be able to give significant advantage in the pharmaceutical work
flow; 100 screened molecules with 2 kcal/mol noise or 10 screens with 1
kcal/mol noise in our example process could reduce the number of molecules
required to be synthesized by almost an order of magnitude. Clearly, these
calculations assume the simulations are not biased against active compounds,
and errors that are highly dependent on the binding system would result in
less reliable advantages. But physically based prediction methods should in

3x

5x

8x

1x

affinity gain 
goal of 1 log unit

reduction in 
time/molecules 

to goal

Abbott medicinal chemists
0.5 kcal/mol accuracy
1.0 kcal/mol accuracy
2.0 kcal/mol accuracy

WE’RE ON THE CUSP OF SOMETHING BIG

!S20!

(

(

!

(

Figure(S1.(The!error!distribution!of!the!FEP!predicted!relative!binding!free!energies!

compared!to!experimental!data,!and!fitting!of!the!distribution!by!a!Gaussian!

function!with!standard!deviation!of!1.14.!(1.14!kcal/mol!is!the!RMSE!of!the!FEP!

predicted!binding!free!energies!compared!with!experimental!data.)!

(

Schrödinger FEP+ JACS 2015: 
observed ΔΔG RMSE ~1.1 kcal/mol

ΔΔG error

Wang et al. JACS 137:2695, 2015. [Schrödinger]

1 kcal/mol accuracy could mean a 
5x reduction in synthesized molecules!

Shirts MR, Mobley DL, and Brown SP. Drug Design: Structure- and Ligand-Based Approaches. 61-86, 2010.
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Multiple high-quality crystal structures of target!
!
Congeneric series of ligands with!
all ligands binding in same pose!
!
Only one dominant protonation state !
unchanged throughout binding process  
!
No ligand or sidechain tautomerism  
 
One well-specified, well-resolved isoform/species  
 
No complex cosolvents, binding partners,!
slow binding site desolvation events!
!
No exotic chemistries!
!
No metals or prosthetic groups!
!
No membranes?
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What are our goals?

Within five years, use free energy calculations to guide early-stage discovery in 
nearly all structure-based programs by expanding the domain of applicability of 
quantitatively accurate models. 
!

Enable statistically sound decisionmaking by accurately assessing uncertainties in 
predictions, allowing cost/benefit analysis to balance risk and reward.  
!

Explore the potential for physical modeling in other stages of drug discovery to aid 
multiobjective design to maximize success rates and minimize later-stage failures.

MORE DESIGN, LESS DISCOVERY
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How do we get there?



how did we get here?

Alchemical theory (McCammon, Jorgensen, Gilson, Kollman) 
Estimators to compute free energy differences (Zwanzig, Bennett, Shirts, Brooks, Chodera) 
Softcore Lennard-Jones / solute tempering (Buetler, van Gunsteren, Wang, Friesner, Berne)!
Protein-ligand orientational restraints (Boresch) 
Hamiltonian replica-exchange (Okamoto, Roux, Essex, Brooks, Oostenbrink) 
Forcefields (Jorgensen, Kollman, Case, MacKerell, Schrödinger)  
GPUs (NVIDIA)  

Just a few essential ingredients of the overall recipe:



how did we get here?

Alchemical theory (McCammon, Jorgensen, Gilson, Kollman) 
Estimators to compute free energy differences (Zwanzig, Bennett, Shirts, Brooks, Chodera) 
Softcore Lennard-Jones / solute tempering (Buetler, van Gunsteren, Wang, Friesner, Berne)!
Protein-ligand orientational restraints (Boresch) 
Hamiltonian replica-exchange (Okamoto, Roux, Essex, Brooks, Oostenbrink) 
Forcefields (Jorgensen, Kollman, Case, MacKerell, Schrödinger)  
GPUs (NVIDIA)  

huge amount of development of 
theory, algorithms, code, hardware

Just a few essential ingredients of the overall recipe:



alchemistry.org
Community resource started in 2007 for!
alchemical free energy calculations:!
- Theory!
- Tutorials!
- Best Practices (supported by data)!
- Literature!
- Tools!
- Events (workshops)!
- Job postings

Michael Shirts (U Colorado Boulder)!
David Mobley (UCI)!
John Chodera (MSKCC)!
many other contributors

http://alchemistry.org


May 2010, at Vertex Pharmaceuticals, 70 attendees  
Free Energy Methods in Drug Discovery: Going the “Last Mile”
- What are the opportunities for free energy calculations in drug discovery? 
- What are the major remaining challenges, and how do we address them?

vertex meetings
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May 2010, at Vertex Pharmaceuticals, 70 attendees  
Free Energy Methods in Drug Discovery: Going the “Last Mile”

May 2012, at Vertex Pharmaceuticals  
The State of Free Energy Methods in Drug Design
May 2014, at Vertex Pharmaceuticals, 106 attendees  
Free Energy Methods in Drug Discovery
May 2016, at Vertex Pharmaceuticals, 130 attendees (!!!) 
Free Energy Methods in Drug Design 
Slides online at: http://www.alchemistry.org/wiki/2016_Workshop_on_Free_Energy_Methods_in_Drug_Design:_Targeting_Cancer

- What are the opportunities for free energy calculations in drug discovery? 
- What are the major remaining challenges, and how do we address them?

vertex meetings



2.   We’re missing some essential chemical effects in our simulations  
(e.g. protonation states, tautomers, cosolvents, counterions, covalent association)

3.   We haven’t sampled all of the relevant conformations of protein or ligand
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1. The forcefield does a poor job of modeling the physics of our system

the challenges (science)



the challenges (social)
Hard to assess success. Many statistics (RMSE, R, etc. on ΔG or ΔΔG) for assessing error but no way to 
translate these into a predictive measure of impact in a particular program. 
!

Lack of standard benchmark datasets. No standard high-quality datasets to benchmark accuracy or 
speed/efficiency of different algorithms for comparison. 
!

Lack of standard best practices for preparing proteins, small molecules, conformations, docking, adding 
protons. Hard to determine whether accuracy affected by technique or preparation pipeline. 
!

Insufficient prospective data to assess predictive accuracy. Even dozens of compounds insufficient to 
discriminate between methods in statistically significant manner. 
!

Irreproducible science. Generally, the same method used by different practitioners leads to similar results, 
but not always. Hard to ensure reproducibility. 
!

Lack of interoperability. To test a new idea for a particular stage of the pipeline, have to build the rest of 
the modeling pipeline. 
!

Limited access to good forcefields and physical property datasets.



some thoughts 
on the way forward 

and the role of industry



how can we assess where we are?
We need a statistical model of each phase and 

representative datasets in order to assess impact

target-to-hit hit-to-lead lead optimization

scaffold hopping



4 Shirts, Mobley, and Brown
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Screened with 2.0 kcal/mol noise
1.4 kcal/mol

Fig. 1.1. Distribution of drug a⇤nities of the chemist’s predictions (blue) compared
to the distribution of drug a⇤nities after selection by computer with computation
error � = 0.5 (purple), � = 1.0 (pink), and � = 2.0 (red). The shaded area represents
the total probability of a proposed modification with a⇤nity gain greater than 1.4
kcal/mol. In many situations, Even with moderate error, a reliable method of
filtering compounds could significantly improve the e⇤cency of synthesis in lead
optimization.

one round of synthesis. With 1.0 kcal/mol error, we still have 36% chance
of achieving the goal with the first molecule synthesized, for about a 5 fold
decrease in median number synthesized. Surprisingly, even with 2 kcal/mol
computational noise the time to the goal is reduced about threefold. Simi-
lar computations can be done with large numbers of computer evaluations;
unsurprisingly, the more computational evaluations can be done, the more
computational noise can be tolerated and still yield useful time savings. For
example, even with 2 kcal/mol error, if 100 molecules can be screened, num-
ber of molecules required to be synthesized is reduced eightfold, similar to
the results for 10 molecules and 0.5 kcal/mol error.

Even relatively small numbers of moderately accurate computer predic-
tions may be able to give significant advantage in the pharmaceutical work
flow; 100 screened molecules with 2 kcal/mol noise or 10 screens with 1
kcal/mol noise in our example process could reduce the number of molecules
required to be synthesized by almost an order of magnitude. Clearly, these
calculations assume the simulations are not biased against active compounds,
and errors that are highly dependent on the binding system would result in
less reliable advantages. But physically based prediction methods should in

3x

5x

8x

1x

affinity gain 
goal of 1 log unit

reduction in time 
to goal

Abbott medicinal chemists
0.5 kcal/mol accuracy
1.0 kcal/mol accuracy
2.0 kcal/mol accuracy

how can we assess where we are?
The simplest statistical model of lead optimization

M. R. Shirts, D. L. Mobley and Scott P. Brown. "Free energy calculations in structure-based drug design",  
in Drug Design: Structure- and Ligand-Based Approaches, pgs. 61-86, 2010.

With industry data, more sophisticated statistical models can provide more realistic 
cost/benefit analysis of predictive modeling tools



how can we assess where we are?
Can we build a statistical model of impact?

log solubility, selectivity, etc.

log affinity

goal

start

random 
walk

How do we measure 
impact of a predictive tool 
with X kcal/mol accuracy?

time to goal

P(time)



evaluation efforts

D3R (Drug Design Data Resource) - Feher, Gilson, Amaro (evolution of Carlson work)!
Uncover and curate protein:ligand data from pharma to run blind challenges; maintain curated 
protein-ligand binding datasets; release challenges in phases 
!

SAMPL (Statistical Assessment of the Modeling of Proteins and Ligands)!
Develop model systems of intermediate complexity for blind challenges;  
maintain curated datasets; release challenges in phases  
Initiated by Anthony Nicholls, now headed by academics (Mobley, Chodera, Gilson, Pande)



SAMPL
Model systems of intermediate complexity to focus community on challenges in blind tests

Do you have data we could use for SAMPL, or could you help us collect useful data?

Model protein-ligand systems!
Isolate individual physical challenges (e.g. binding of charged ligands)  
Physical properties!
Tests of forcefield accuracy in hydrated or protein-like environments 
Isolate chemical effects (protonation states, ligand conformations) without slow protein timescales 
Host-guest systems 
Binding of small drug-like molecules with protein-like affinities, without slow protein timescales

SAMPL0!
2007

SAMPL1!
2008

SAMPL2!
2009

SAMPL3!
2011

SAMPL4!
2013

SAMPL5!
2016

JNK3 kinase inhibitors 
hydration free energies

CDK2 kinase inhibitors  
hydration free energies

hydration free energies 
tautomer ratios

trypsin inhibitors  
hydration free energies

HIV-1 integrase inhibitors 
hydration free energies  

octoacid host-guest 
CB7 host-guest

distribution coefficients 
CBClip host-guest 

CB7 host-guest

special 
issue in 

progress



BLind challenges CAN drive progress 
by focusing the community

SAMPL0!
2007

SAMPL1!
2008

SAMPL2!
2009

SAMPL3!
2011

SAMPL4!
2013

SAMPL5!
2016

JNK3 kinase inhibitors 
hydration free energies

CDK2 kinase inhibitors  
hydration free energies

hydration free energies 
tautomer ratios

trypsin inhibitors  
hydration free energies

HIV-1 integrase inhibitors 
hydration free energies  

octoacid host-guest 
CB7 host-guest

distribution coefficients 
CBClip host-guest 

CB7 host-guest



BLind challenges CAN drive progress 
by focusing the community

SAMPL0!
2007

SAMPL1!
2008

SAMPL2!
2009

SAMPL3!
2011

SAMPL4!
2013

SAMPL5!
2016

 
hydration free energies

 
hydration free energies

hydration free energies  
hydration free energies

 
hydration free energies 

!
WE RAN OUT 

OF DATA!

Lots of disagreement!
in predictions

Can tell when!
experiments!

are wrong XAt Genentech, distribution coefficients were 
obtained for 53 compounds

Pcyc =
[Neutral solute in cyclohexane]

[Neutral solute in water]

Dcyc =
[Solute in cyclohexane]

[Solute in water]

cyclohexane

water

Partition coefficients and distribution coefficients 
are similar, but the latter includes all species:

pH dependent, so we report                    at pH 7.4logD7.4



What are we evaluating in 
blind competitions?

evaluating the driver evaluating the technology

Need to separate capabilities of technology from skill of driver



blind challenges should evaluate 
the technology, not the driver

Need to separate technology from operator in order to statistically 
evaluate performance of the technology 
!

Can’t easily do this with traditional blind challenge format 
!

Blind challenges aren’t enough: They have to be automated.



blind challenges should evaluate 
the technology, not the driver

Need to separate technology from operator in order to statistically 
evaluate performance of the technology 
!

Can’t easily do this with traditional blind challenge format 
!

Blind challenges aren’t enough: They have to be automated.

Ajay Jain



containers and standard data formats 
allow us to evaluate the technology

preparation!
pipeline modeling tool

automated!
analysis/!

evaluation

industry!
datasets

standard 
benchmarks

standardized!
data formats

standardized!
data formats



open source preparation pipelines can 
capture community-driven best practices

preparation!
pipeline modeling tool

automated!
analysis/!

evaluation

industry!
datasets

standard 
benchmarks

standardized!
data formats

standardized!
data formats



standardized data interchange 
formats are needed

preparation!
pipeline modeling tool

automated!
analysis/!

evaluation

industry!
datasets

standard 
benchmarks

standardized!
data formats

standardized!
data formats

protein constructs
assay conditions

molecules

biomolecular target!
replace aging PDB format 
handle charges, parameters, etc. 
robust open source readers/writers 
!
parameterized small molecules!
make up for shortcomings in mol2, SDF 
suitable for the internet age (e.g. JSON)

prediction formats!
binding poses 
predicted affinity/assay data 
predict confidence/uncertainties 
exception logging

assessment formats!
standard representations 
standard assessments 
standardized uncertainty analysis



best practices can be 
evaluated by testing variations

preparation!
pipeline!

variations

modeling tool
automated!
analysis/!

evaluation

industry!
datasets

standard 
benchmarks

standardized!
data formats

standardized!
data formats



containers solve the 
portability problem

cloud!
(AWS, Google Compute)

local resources!
(OS independent)

laptop/desktop!
(essential for training)

standardized!
programmatic!

interfaces

interactive!
terminal/GUI!

sessions



containers solve the 
reproducibility problem

2016

2017

2018

…



containerized tools enable 
continuous automated evaluation

https://drugdesigndata.org/about/celpp

CELPP is a python based application that consumes the wwPDB INCHI strings, selects appropriate docking targets, 
and prepares the proteins and ligands for weekly automated docking challenges. CELPP challenge participants will 

perform the docking and send the results to CELPP to be evaluated against weekly released “answers.” 



data feeds blind challenges
DATASETS!

from pharma!
(dead projects?)

DATASETS!
from literature!
(BindingDB)

DATASETS!
from ChEMBL!

(anything goes!)

NIH NCATS?!
follow-up assays with multipoint 

titrations assay additional 
compound libraries

CROs!
new compound synthesis!

flesh out multiple lead series

model systems and physical !
property measurements!

(academic/industry collaborations)



the lifecycle of challenge data

data generated!
for project

data held!
for challenge

data released!
to participants!
for evaluation

data released!
to public!

for validation,!
improvement,!

forcefield parameterization

dataset expansion!
by D3R/SAMPL/NCATS



What do we need to do?
Develop metrics of success for characterizing different approaches that can predict the ability of 
predictive models to impact real-world discovery projects. 
!

Identify best practices that offer reasonable accuracy and characterization of confidence/uncertainty,  
setting a baseline to which other protocols can be compared and progress can be evaluated.  
!

Develop standard benchmark datasets to enable comparisons of different methods. 
!

Develop challenge datasets that highlight challenging systems or features of particular concern to 
pharma. Coordinate or incentivize solutions on these datasets. 
!

Enable reproducible science by ensuring we get the same results from the same tools. 
!

Foster a thriving ecosystem of interoperable tools that allow rapid progress to be made and new ideas 
to be tested by building on existing tools rather than reinventing the wheel each time. 
!

Foster community resources like forcefields and physical property datasets that are needed to make 
models and methodologies work.



How can industry use its influence?
Demand support for standard formats to enable interoperability!
Essential for enabling interoperability between tools to speed model/method development 
Participate in industry standards group and insist tool providers support standard formats 

Ensure your tool providers participate in blind challenges  
Blind challenges provide a uniform dataset to compare methods, can be sufficiently large to 
determine statistically meaningful performance, and keep everyone honest 
!

Require transparency!
Access to validation datasets, performance data, and forcefields ensures you can make 
reasonable judgments about tools and the differences between them 
!

Release datasets that illustrate current challenges for drug discovery and modeling!
Datasets can be used for blind challenges, validation of new methods, benchmarking 
improvement, and cultivation of expanded follow-on datasets



we need to focus the field on major 
outstanding challenges

2.   We’re missing some essential chemical in our simulations  
(e.g. protonation states, tautomers, covalent association)

3.   We haven’t sampled all of the relevant conformations 
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1. The forcefield does a poor job of modeling the physics of our system



we need to be able to go back 
and do new experiments to see 

if we’ve learned something



Fail fast, fail cheap

computational
predictions

experimental
confirmation



Inverting the drug discovery problem 
allows us to fail Quickly and cheaply

isothermal titration 
calorimetry

expression and purification in ~2L culture

expression assessment in 1 ml culture

quick-change mutagenesis

purchase/obtain ligands

fluorescence binding assays
surface plasmon 

resonance

+



How can we make wetlab experiments look more like 
problems we know how to solve efficiently?

messy 
laborious 

inconsistent 
skill-dependent 

9 am - 5 pm



How can we make wetlab experiments look more like 
problems we know how to solve efficiently?

messy 
laborious 

inconsistent 
skill-dependent 

9 am - 5 pm

?

precise 
structured 
consistent 

reproducible 
round-the-clock



Assay automation can control error

Shake/Mix Spin Read FluorescenceDispense



Assay automation can control error

Shake/Mix Spin Read FluorescenceDispense



model systems can help us  
focus on challenges

kinases

small, rigid protein 
small, neutral ligands 

fixed protonation states 
multiple sidechain orientations 
multiple ligand binding modes

small, rigid protein 
fixed protonation states 

larger natural product-like  
ligands with rotatable bonds  

large protein, multiple conformations 
large drug-like ligands, rotatable bonds 
multiple protonation states? tautomers? 

phosphorylation and activation 
peptide substrate? 

easy 
hard

IL-2 trypsin 

small protein 
fixed protonation states 

some allostery and 
binding site plasticity 

small, rigid protein 
small ligands 

charged ligands 
protonation state changes

FKBP-12T4 lysozyme L99A



we need to focus the field on major 
outstanding challenges

2.   We’re missing some essential chemical in our simulations  
(e.g. protonation states, tautomers, covalent association)

3.   We haven’t sampled all of the relevant conformations 
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1. The forcefield does a poor job of modeling the physics of our system
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1. The forcefield does a poor job of modeling the physics of our system

we need to focus the field on major 
outstanding challenges



How are forcefields made?
experimental data 

quantum chemistry 
keen chemical intuition

a parameter set we 
desperately hope someone 

actually uses

heroic effort by graduate 
students and postdocs



As drug discovery explores new parts of 
chemical space, how can forcefields keep up?

computational
predictions

experimental
confirmation

computational
predictions

experimental
confirmation

computational
predictions

experimental
confirmation

to discriminate single vs. double p—p bonds in compounds 24
and 25 in Figure 1.

Bond type information (such as bond orders) can be very
helpful in classifying and discriminating among similar chemical
environments. For various reasons, many force fields, including
AMBER, only apply atom type information, and do not separately
name or keep track of bond orders or types. To be consistent with
the existing AMBER force fields and codes, we have used the sets
of identical atom type pairs described above (cc/cd, cp/cq, ce/cf,
etc.) instead of explicit bond orders to discriminate conjugated/
aromatic single and double bonds. It is notable that although our
scheme works for most of the molecules, there are still some
special molecules that cannot be properly handled. We think that
most of the failures happen to conjugated/aromatic rings attached
to large aliphatic rings [10 ! 4n (n " 0, 1, 2) membered rings].
Figure 1(c) lists two examples of the kind of molecules for which
our current scheme would fail. In our experience, such failures are
only rarely encountered, but future extensions of the GAFF force
field will have to consider these sorts of molecules.

We have developed an atom-type perception program, which is
part of the antechamber suite of Amber, to assign the atom types
described here, based only on an input geometry. Details of the
algorithms involved will be presented in a separate article.19

Charges

To accurately fit conformational and nonbonded energies in a
transferable fashion, one should choose consistent charge ap-
proach. The restrained electrostatic potential (RESP)16,20 at HF/6-
31G* is the default charge approach applied in the Amber protein
force fields. Although RESP is expensive compared to empirical
schemes such as Gasteiger charges, it has many desirable features,
and allows one to use fewer torsional terms than might otherwise
be required.8 It has worked well in tests of small molecules21,22 as
well as proteins. This is the default charge scheme in GAFF
parameterization. Unfortunately, the fact that this charge scheme
needs to run ab initio optimization at the HF/6-31G* level has
prevented it from being widely used in handling large numbers of
molecules. In this situation, one may apply an alternative charge
scheme called AM1-BCC (bond charge correction),23,24 which is
much cheaper than HF/6-31G* RESP. The basic idea of AM1-
BCC is to first carry out a semiempirical AM1 calculation to get
Mulliken charges, followed by a bond charge correction scheme to
obtain results that are compatible with RESP charges. We use the
BCC parameters derived by Jakalian et al.,24 which are designed to
make AM1-BCC charges match the electrostatic potential at the
HF/6-31G* level.

Figure 1. Example molecules that elucidate the definitions of atom
types introduced in GAFF. (a) basic atom types; (b) special atom
types; (c) examples of failed molecules that cannot be properly han-
dled with our atom type scheme. In I(b), unmarked aromatic carbon in
No. 11–15 have an atom type of “ca”; in I(c), atom types that causes
failure are marked with bold italic font.
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and allows one to use fewer torsional terms than might otherwise
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well as proteins. This is the default charge scheme in GAFF
parameterization. Unfortunately, the fact that this charge scheme
needs to run ab initio optimization at the HF/6-31G* level has
prevented it from being widely used in handling large numbers of
molecules. In this situation, one may apply an alternative charge
scheme called AM1-BCC (bond charge correction),23,24 which is
much cheaper than HF/6-31G* RESP. The basic idea of AM1-
BCC is to first carry out a semiempirical AM1 calculation to get
Mulliken charges, followed by a bond charge correction scheme to
obtain results that are compatible with RESP charges. We use the
BCC parameters derived by Jakalian et al.,24 which are designed to
make AM1-BCC charges match the electrostatic potential at the
HF/6-31G* level.

Figure 1. Example molecules that elucidate the definitions of atom
types introduced in GAFF. (a) basic atom types; (b) special atom
types; (c) examples of failed molecules that cannot be properly han-
dled with our atom type scheme. In I(b), unmarked aromatic carbon in
No. 11–15 have an atom type of “ca”; in I(c), atom types that causes
failure are marked with bold italic font.
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BCC is to first carry out a semiempirical AM1 calculation to get
Mulliken charges, followed by a bond charge correction scheme to
obtain results that are compatible with RESP charges. We use the
BCC parameters derived by Jakalian et al.,24 which are designed to
make AM1-BCC charges match the electrostatic potential at the
HF/6-31G* level.

Figure 1. Example molecules that elucidate the definitions of atom
types introduced in GAFF. (a) basic atom types; (b) special atom
types; (c) examples of failed molecules that cannot be properly han-
dled with our atom type scheme. In I(b), unmarked aromatic carbon in
No. 11–15 have an atom type of “ca”; in I(c), atom types that causes
failure are marked with bold italic font.
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The Generalized Amber Forcefield (GAFF) was parameterized with this chemical universe:

Extension of this universe is nontrivial because parameter 
fitting code never released!



The approach to parameterization has evolved over time, 
but it’s still not completely automated by any measure
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The Bayesian Way
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posterior

prior on forcefield parameters
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Bayes rule provides a probability measure over unknown parameters given data 
and an automated way to update parameters given new experimental data



The Bayesian Way

W can estimate both statistical and systematic components of computed results
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✓3
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Multiple parameter sets in, multiple estimates out



Where do we get the data?



Where do we get the data?

“analogue databases”



The literature is filled with erroneous data

USGS Water-Resources Investigations Report 01-4201, 2001.
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Figure 4.   Plots of aqueous solubility (Sw) and log octanol-water partition coefficient (log Kow) data for DDT and DDE in references reported by Mackay and others (1).  a) DDT/Sw,  b) DDT/log Kow,  c) 
DDE/Sw,  d) DDE/log Kow.  See text for explanation of data points for which values are shown.  “Selected values” are those identified in summary table of Mackay and others (1).  Note: Sw data shown 
are for 18 - 25°C only.
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Data has a habit of being re/misreported: 
The genealogy of a single measurement

Literature Errors
5

Figure  1.   Reference tree showing original O’Brien (80 ) publication and secondary, tertiary and higher references as an example of multi-level referencing.  
[Note:  Non-USGS symbols and abbreviations are employed in this figure due to space limitations (“&” for “and”; “et al.” for “and others”).
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NIST has a solution

�

Number of measurements remaining
Filter step Mass density Static dielectric
�. Single Component ������ ����
�. Druglike Elements ������ ����
�. Heavy Atoms ����� ����
�. Temperature ����� ���
�. Pressure ����� ���
�. Liquid state ����� ���
�. Aggregate T, P ���� ���
�. Density+Dielectric ��� ���

TABLE I: Successive filtration of the ThermoML Archive.
A set of successive filters were applied to all measurements

in the ThermoML Archive that contained either mass
density or static dielectric constant measurements. Each
column reports the number of measurements remaining
a�er successive application of the corresponding filtration
step. The ��� final measurements correspond to �� unique
molecules measured at several temperature conditions.

molecules, we applied the following ordered filters, starting���

withall datacontainingdensityor staticdielectric constants:���

�. The measured sample contains only a single compo-���

nent (e.g. no binary mixtures)���

�. The molecule contains only druglike elements (de-���

fined here as H, N, C, O, S, P, F, Cl, Br)���

�. The molecule has �� non-hydrogen atoms���

�. The measurement was performed in a biophysically���

relevant temperature range (270  T [K] 330)���

�. The measurement was performed at ambient pres-���

sure (100  P [kPa] 102)���

�. Only measurements in liquid phase were retained���

�. The temperature and pressure were rounded to���

nearby values (as described below), averaging all���

measurements within each group of like conditions���

�. Only conditions (molecule, temperature, pressure)���

for which both density and dielectric constants were���

available were retained���

The temperature andpressure rounding stepwasmotivated���

by common data reporting variations; for example, an ex-���

periment performed at the freezing temperature of water���

andambientpressuremightbeenteredaseither ���.���kPa���

or ��� kPa, with a temperature of either ��� K or ���.�� K.���

Therefore all pressures within the range [kPa] (100  P ���

102)were rounded to exactly � atm (���.��� kPa). Tempera-���

tures were rounded to one decimal place in K.���

The application of these filters (Table I) leaves ������

conditions—where a condition here indicates a (molecule,���

temperature, pressure) tuple—for which both density and���

dielectric data are available. The functional groups present���

in the resulting dataset are summarized in Table II; see Sec-���

tion II A for further description of the so�warepipeline used.���

Functional Group Occurrences

�,�-aminoalcohol �
�,�-diol �
alkene �
aromatic compound �
carbonic acid diester �
carboxylic acid ester �
dialkyl ether �
heterocyclic compound �
ketone �
lactone �
primary alcohol ��
primary aliphatic amine (alkylamine) �
primary amine �
secondary alcohol �
secondary aliphatic amine (dialkylamine) �
secondary aliphatic/aromatic amine (alkylarylamine) �
secondary amine �
sulfone �
sulfoxide �
tertiary aliphatic amine (trialkylamine) �
tertiary amine �

TABLE II: Functional groups present in filtered dataset.
The filtered ThermoML dataset contained ��� distinct

(molecule, temperature, pressure) conditions, spanning ��
unique compounds. The functional groups represented in
these compounds (as identified by the program

v�.� [��]) is summarized here.

B. Benchmarking GAFF/AM�-BCC against the ThermoML���

Archive���

�. Mass density���

Mass densities of bulk liquids have been widely used���

for parameterizing and testing forcefields, particularly the���

Lennard-Jones parameters representing dispersive and re-���

pulsive interactions [��, ��]. We therefore used the present���

ThermoML extract as a benchmark of the GAFF/AM�-BCC���

forcefield (Fig. �).���

Overall accuracy. Overall, the densities show reason-���

able accuracy, with a root-mean square (RMS) relative er-���

ror over all measurements of (�.�±�.�)%, especially en-���

couraging given that this forcefield was not designed with���

the intention of modeling bulk liquid properties of organic���

molecules [��, ��]. This is reasonably consistent with previ-���

ous studies reporting agreement of�%onadi�erent bench-���

mark set [��].���

Temperature dependence. For a given compound, the���

signs of the errors typically do not change at di�erent tem-���

peratures (Fig. �, Fig. �). Furthermore, the magnitudes of���

the error also remain largely constant (vertical lines in Fig. ����

B), although several exceptions do occur. It is possible that���

these systematic density o�sets indicate correctable biases���

in forcefield parameters.���

Outliers. The largest density errors occur for a num-���

ber of oxygen-containing compounds: �,�-dioxane; �,�,�-���

with Kenneth Kroenlein, NIST TRC

Kyle Beauchamp

JPC B ASAP. DOI:10.1021/acs.jpcb.5b06703

http://dx.doi.org10.1021/acs.jpcb.5b06703


Densities of molecular liquids are 
reasonably well modeled

�

trioxanonane; �-aminoethanol; dimethyl carbonate; for-���

mamide; and water (Fig. �). The absolute error on these���

poor predictions is on the order of �.�� g/cm3, which is���

substantially higher than the measurement error ( 0.008���

g/cm3; see Fig. �).���

We note that our benchmark includes a GAFF/AM�-BCC���

model for water due to our desire to automate benchmarks���

against a forcefield capable of modeling a large variety of���

small molecular liquids. Water—an incredibly important���

solvent in biomolecular systems—is generally treatedwith a���

special-purposemodel (such as TIP�P [��] or TIP�P-Ew [��])���

parameterized to fit a largequantity of thermophysical data.���

As expected, the GAFF/AM�-BCC model performs poorly in���

reproducing liquiddensities for this very special solvent. We���

conclude that it remains highly advisable that the field con-���

tinue to use specialized water models when possible.���

�. Static dielectric constant���

Overall accuracy. As a measure of the dielectric re-���

sponse, the staticdielectric constantofneat liquidsprovides���

a critical benchmark of the accuracy electrostatic treatment���

in forcefield models. Discussing the accuracy in terms the���

ability of GAFF/AM�-BCC to reproduce the static dielectric���

constant ✏ is not necessarily meaningful because of the way���

that the solvent dielectric ✏ enters into the Coulomb poten-���

tial between two point charges separated by a distance r,���

U(r) =
q1q2
✏ r

/ 1

✏
. (�)

It is evident that 1/✏ is a much more meaningful quantity���

to compare than ✏ directly, as a �% error in 1/✏ will cause���

a �% error in the Coulomb potential between two point���

charges (assuming a uniform dielectric), while a �% error���

in ✏ will have a much more complex ✏-dependent e�ect on���

the Coulomb potential. We therefore compare simulations���

against measurements in our ThermoML extract on the 1/✏���

scale in Fig. �.���

GAFF/AM�-BCC systematically underestimates the di-���

electric constants of nonpolar liquids. Overall, we find the���

dielectric constants to be qualitatively reasonable, but with���

clear deviations from experiment particularly for nonpolar���

liquids. This is not surprising given the complete neglect of���

electronic polarizationwhichwill be thedominant contribu-���

tion for such liquids. In particular, GAFF/AM�-BCC systemat-���

ically underestimates the dielectric constants for nonpolar���

liquids, with the predictions of ✏ ⇡ 1.0 being substantially���

smaller than the measured ✏ ⇡ 2. Because this deviation���

likely stems from the lack of an explicit treatment of elec-���

tronic polarization, we used a simple empirical polarization���

model that computes the molecular electronic polarizabil-���

ity ↵ as a sum of elemental atomic polarizability contribu-���

tions [��].���

From the computedmolecular electronic polarizability↵,���

an additive correction to the simulation-derived static di-���

electric constant accounting for the missing electronic po-���

(a)

(b)

FIG. �: Comparison of liquid densities between
experiment and simulation. (a). Liquid density

measurements extracted from ThermoML are compared
against densities predicted using the GAFF / AM�-BCC small

molecule fixed-charge forcefield. Color groupings
represent identical chemical species, although the color
map repeats itself due to the large (��) number of unique
compounds. Plots of density versus temperature grouped
by chemical species are available in Fig. �. Simulation error
bars represent one standard error of the mean, with the
number of e�ective (uncorrelated) samples estimated
using pymbar. Experimental error bars indicate the
standard deviation between independently reported
measurements, when available, or author-reported
standard deviations in ThermoML entries; for some

measurements, neither uncertainty estimate is available.
See Fig. � for further discussion of error. (b). The same plot,
but with the residual (predicted minus experiment) on the
x axis. Note that the error bars are all smaller than the

symbols.

Kyle Beauchamp

JPC B ASAP. DOI:10.1021/acs.jpcb.5b06703

http://dx.doi.org10.1021/acs.jpcb.5b06703


low-dielectric molecules are 
poorly modeled

�

FIG. �: Measured (ThermoML) versus predicted (GAFF /
AM�-BCC) inverse static dielectrics (a). Simulation error

bars represent one standard error of the mean.
Experimental error bars indicate the larger of standard

deviation between independently reported measurements
and the authors reported standard deviations; for some
measurements, neither uncertainty estimate is available.
See Fig. � for further discussion of error. See Section III B �
for explanation of why inverse dielectric constant (rather
than dielectric constant) is plotted. For nonpolar liquids, it
is clear that the forcefield predicts electrostatic interactions
that are substantially biased by missing polarizability. Plots
of dielectric constant versus temperature grouped by

chemical species are available in Fig. �.

larizability can be computed [��]���

�✏ = 4⇡N
↵

hV i (�)

A similar polarization correction was used in the develop-���

ment of the TIP�P-Ew water model, where it had a minor���

e�ect [��] because almost all the high static dielectric con-���

stant for water comes from the configurational response of���

its strong dipole. However, the missing polarizability is a���

dominant contribution to the static dielectric constant of���

nonpolar organic molecules; in the case of water, the em-���

pirical atomic polarizability model predicts a dielectric cor-���

rection of �.��, while �.��was used for the TIP�P-Ewmodel.���

Averaging all liquids in thepresentwork leads topolarizabil-���

ity corrections to the static dielectric of 0.74 ± 0.08. Taking���

the dataset as a whole, we find that the relative error in un-���

corrected dielectric is on the order of�0.34± 0.02, as com-���

pared to�0.25± 0.02 for the corrected dielectric.���

IV. DISCUSSION���

A. Mass densities���

Our simulations have indicated the presence of system-���

atic density biases with magnitudes larger than the mea-���

surement error. Correcting these errors may be a low-���

hanging fruit for future forcefield refinements. As an exam-���

ple of the feasibility of improved accuracy in densities, a re-���

cent three-pointwatermodelwas able to recapitulatewater���

density with errors of less than �.��� g / cm3 over temper-���

ature range [��� K, ��� K] [��]. This improved accuracy in���

density prediction was obtained alongside accurate predic-���

tions of other experimental observables, including static di-���

electric constant. We suspect that such accuracy might be���

obtainable for GAFF-like forcefields across some portion of���

chemical space. A key challenge for the field is to demarcate���

the fundamental limit of fixed-charge forcefields for predict-���

ing orthogonal classes of experimental observables. For ex-���

ample, is it possible to achieve a relative density error of���

10�4 without sacrificing accuracy of other properties such���

as enthalpies? In our opinion, the best way to answer such���

questions is to systematically build forcefields with the goal���

of predicting variousproperties towithin their knownexper-���

imental uncertainties, similar towhat has been done forwa-���

ter [��, ��].���

B. Dielectric constants in forcefield parameterization���

A key feature of the static dielectric constant for a liquid���

is that, for forcefield purposes, it consists of two very di�er-���

ent components, distinguished by the dependence on the���

fixed charges of the forcefield and dynamic motion of the���

molecule. One component, the high-frequency dielectric���

constant, arises from the almost-instantaneous electronic���

polarization in response to the external electric field: this���

contributes a small component, generally around ✏ = 2,���

which can be dominant for non-polar liquids but is com-���

pletely neglected by the non-polarizable forcefields in com-���

mon use for biomolecular simulations. The other compo-���

nent arises from the dynamical response of the molecule,���

through nuclear motion, to allow its variousmolecular mul-���

tipoles to respond to the external electric field: for polar liq-���

uids such as water, this contributes the majority of the di-���

electric constant. Thus for polar liquids, we expect the pa-���

rameterized atomic charges to play amajor role in the static���

dielectric.���

Recent forcefield development has seen a resurgence���

of papers fitting dielectric constants during forcefield pa-���

rameterization [��, ��]. However, a number of authors���

have pointed out potential challenges in constructing self-���

consistent fixed-charge forcefields [��, ��].���

Interestingly, recent work by Dill and coworkers [��] ob-���

served that, for CCl4, reasonable choices of point charges���

are incapable of recapitulating the observed dielectric of���

✏ = 2.2, instead producing dielectric constants in the range���

of 1.0  ✏  1.05. This behavior is quite general: fixed���

�

(a)

(b)

FIG. �: Typical experimental static dielectric constants of
some nonpolar compounds. (a). Measured static

dielectric constants of various nonpolar or symmetric
molecules [��, ��]. Fixed-charge forcefields give ✏ ⇡ 1 for

each species; for example, we calculated
✏ = 1.0030± 0.0002 for octane. (b). A congeneric series of

chloro-substituted methanes have static dielectric
constants between � and ��. Reported dielectric constants

are at near-ambient temperatures.

point charge forcefields will predict ✏ ⇡ 1 for many non-���

polar or symmetric molecules, but the measured dielectric���

constants are instead ✏ ⇡ 2 (Fig. �). While this behavior is���

well-known and results frommissing physics of polarizabil-���

ity, we suspect it may have several profound consequences,���

which we discuss below.���

Suppose, for example, that one attempts to fit force-���

field parameters to match the static dielectric constants of���

CCl4, CHCl3, CH2Cl2, and CH3Cl. In moving from the���

tetrahedrally-symmetric CCl4 to the asymmetric CHCl3,���

it suddenly becomes possible to achieve the observed di-���

electric constant of �.� by an appropriate choice of point���

charges. However, the model for CHCl3 uses fixed point���

charges to account for both the permanent dipole moment���

and the electronic polarizability, whereas the CCl4 model���

contains no treatment of polarizability. We hypothesize that���

this inconsistency in parameterization may lead to strange���

mismatches, where symmetricmolecules (e.g. benzene and���

CCl4) havequalitatively di�erent properties than closely re-���

lated asymmetric molecules (e.g. toluene andCHCl3).���

How important is this e�ect? We expect it to be impor-���

tantwhereverwe encounter the transfer of a polarmolecule���

(such as a peptide, native ligand, or a pharmaceutical small���

molecule) fromapolar environment (such as the cytosol, in-���

terstitial fluid, or blood) into a non-polar environment (such���

as a biological membrane or non-polar binding site of an���

enzyme or receptor). Thus we expect this to be implicated���

in biological processes ranging from ligand binding to ab-���

sorption and distribution within the body. To understand���

this conceptually, consider the transfer of a polar small-���

molecule transfer from the non-polar interior of a lipid bi-���

layer to the aqueous and hence very polar cytosol. As a���

possible real-world example, we imagine that the missing���

atomicpolarizability couldbe important in accurate transfer���

free energies involving low-dielectric solvents, such as the���

small-molecule transfer free energy from octanol or cyclo-���

hexane towater. TheOnsagermodel for solvationof adipole���

µ of radius a gives us a way to estimate themagnitude of er-���

ror introduced by making an error of�✏ in the static dielec-���

tric constant of a solvent. The free energyof dipole solvation���

is given by this model as���

�G = �µ2

a3
✏� 1

2✏+ 1
(�)

such that, for an error of �✏ departing from the true static���

dielectric constant ✏, we find the error in solvation is���

��G = �µ2

a3


(✏+�✏)� 1

2(✏+�✏) + 1
� ✏� 1

2✏+ 1

�
(�)

For example, the solvation of water (a = 1.93 Å, µ = 2.2 D)���

in a low dielectric medium such as tetrachloromethane or���

benzene (✏ ⇠ 2.2, but�✏ = �1.2) gives an error of��G ⇠���

�8 kJ/mol (-� kcal/mol).���

Implications for transfer free energies. As another ex-���

ample, consider the transfer of small druglike molecules���

from a nonpolar solvent (such as cyclohexane) to water, a���

property o�en measured to indicate the expected degree���

of lipophilicity of a compound. To estimate the magnitude���

of error expected, for each molecule in the latest (Feb. ��)���

FreeSolv database [��, ��], we estimated the expected er-���

ror in computed transfer free energies should GAFF/AM�-���

BCC be used to model the nonpolar solvent cyclohexane���

using the Onsager model (Eq. �). We used took the cav-���

ity radius a to be the half the maximum interatomic dis-���

tance and calculated µ =
P

i

q
i

r
i

using the provided mol����

coordinates and AM�-BCC charges. This calculation pre-���

dicts a mean error of (�3.8 ± 0.3) kJ / mol [(�0.91 ± 0.07)���

kcal / mol] for the ���molecules (where the standard error���

is computed from bootstrapping over FreeSolv compound���

measurements), suggesting that the missing atomic polar-���

izabilty unrepresentable by fixed point charge forcefields���

could contribute substantially to errors in predicted trans-���

fer and solvation properties of druglike molecules. In other���

words, the use of a fixed-charge physics may lead to errors���

of 3.8 kJ / mol in cyclohexane transfer free energies. We���

conjecture that this missing physics will be important in the���

upcoming (����) SAMPL challenge [��], which will examine���

transfer free energies in several low dielectric media.���

Utility in parameterization. Given their ease of mea-���

surement and direct connection to long-range electrostatic���

interactions, static dielectric constants have high poten-���

tial utility as primary data for forcefield parameterization���

�

trioxanonane; �-aminoethanol; dimethyl carbonate; for-���

mamide; and water (Fig. �). The absolute error on these���

poor predictions is on the order of �.�� g/cm3, which is���

substantially higher than the measurement error ( 0.008���

g/cm3; see Fig. �).���

We note that our benchmark includes a GAFF/AM�-BCC���

model for water due to our desire to automate benchmarks���

against a forcefield capable of modeling a large variety of���

small molecular liquids. Water—an incredibly important���

solvent in biomolecular systems—is generally treatedwith a���

special-purposemodel (such as TIP�P [��] or TIP�P-Ew [��])���

parameterized to fit a largequantity of thermophysical data.���

As expected, the GAFF/AM�-BCC model performs poorly in���

reproducing liquiddensities for this very special solvent. We���

conclude that it remains highly advisable that the field con-���

tinue to use specialized water models when possible.���

�. Static dielectric constant���

Overall accuracy. As a measure of the dielectric re-���

sponse, the staticdielectric constantofneat liquidsprovides���

a critical benchmark of the accuracy electrostatic treatment���

in forcefield models. Discussing the accuracy in terms the���

ability of GAFF/AM�-BCC to reproduce the static dielectric���

constant ✏ is not necessarily meaningful because of the way���

that the solvent dielectric ✏ enters into the Coulomb poten-���

tial between two point charges separated by a distance r,���

U(r) =
q1q2
✏ r

/ 1

✏
. (�)

It is evident that 1/✏ is a much more meaningful quantity���

to compare than ✏ directly, as a �% error in 1/✏ will cause���

a �% error in the Coulomb potential between two point���

charges (assuming a uniform dielectric), while a �% error���

in ✏ will have a much more complex ✏-dependent e�ect on���

the Coulomb potential. We therefore compare simulations���

against measurements in our ThermoML extract on the 1/✏���

scale in Fig. �.���

GAFF/AM�-BCC systematically underestimates the di-���

electric constants of nonpolar liquids. Overall, we find the���

dielectric constants to be qualitatively reasonable, but with���

clear deviations from experiment particularly for nonpolar���

liquids. This is not surprising given the complete neglect of���

electronic polarizationwhichwill be thedominant contribu-���

tion for such liquids. In particular, GAFF/AM�-BCC systemat-���

ically underestimates the dielectric constants for nonpolar���

liquids, with the predictions of ✏ ⇡ 1.0 being substantially���

smaller than the measured ✏ ⇡ 2. Because this deviation���

likely stems from the lack of an explicit treatment of elec-���

tronic polarization, we used a simple empirical polarization���

model that computes the molecular electronic polarizabil-���

ity ↵ as a sum of elemental atomic polarizability contribu-���

tions [��].���

From the computedmolecular electronic polarizability↵,���

an additive correction to the simulation-derived static di-���

electric constant accounting for the missing electronic po-���

(a)

(b)

FIG. �: Comparison of liquid densities between
experiment and simulation. (a). Liquid density

measurements extracted from ThermoML are compared
against densities predicted using the GAFF / AM�-BCC small

molecule fixed-charge forcefield. Color groupings
represent identical chemical species, although the color
map repeats itself due to the large (��) number of unique
compounds. Plots of density versus temperature grouped
by chemical species are available in Fig. �. Simulation error
bars represent one standard error of the mean, with the
number of e�ective (uncorrelated) samples estimated
using pymbar. Experimental error bars indicate the
standard deviation between independently reported
measurements, when available, or author-reported
standard deviations in ThermoML entries; for some

measurements, neither uncertainty estimate is available.
See Fig. � for further discussion of error. (b). The same plot,
but with the residual (predicted minus experiment) on the
x axis. Note that the error bars are all smaller than the

symbols.
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open forcefield efforts
Open forcefield projects facilitate rapid improvement!
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Open physical property datasets!
Curated contributed datasets expand the chemical space that can be well-modeled  

Open forcefield parameterization tools!
Open-source tools for parameterizing and updating forcefields would allow forcefields to be 
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!

Open forcefield releases!
Collaboratively-generated open forcefield releases facilitate progress by allowing rapid 
assessment by many laboratories 
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Sustainable!
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2.   We’re missing some essential chemical in our simulations  
(e.g. protonation states, tautomers, covalent association)
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1. The forcefield does a poor job of modeling the physics of our system

we need to focus the field on major 
outstanding challenges
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Aim 1B. Survey noncovalent kinase:inhibitor complexes for significant protonation state effects using MCCE2.
Approach: We will extract all noncovalent kinase:inhibitor complexes in the PDB to perform a large-scale survey
of potential protonation-state effects using MCCE2 [12,14]. MCCE2 uses Monte Carlo (MC) sampling of sidechain
rotamers and sidechain/inhibitor protonation states to efficiently sample the equilibrium distribution of protomeric
states [12,14]. While MCCE2 makes the approximation that the protein backbone and ligand geometry is fixed for
efficient sampling, protonation states, tautomers, and sidechain rotamers are sampled during the simulation.
All kinase inhibitors will have solution protonation and tautomer populations predicted as in Aim 1A and charges
assigned using the AM1-BCC method [65,66] to produce charges compatible with the MCCE2 titratable protein
forcefield. For each complex, a complete model of the kinase catalytic domain (with missing heavy atoms added
and internal loops modeled) will be generated using MODELLER [67,68], and an explicit-hydrogen form of the
ligand constructed using the OpenEye toolkit. MCCE2 will be run on inhibitor alone, kinase alone, and complex to
identify (1) whether mixtures of protonation states exist in significant populations in any of these states, and (2)
if so, whether dominant protonation states of inhibitor or kinase are seen to shift upon binding. MCCE requires
⇠6-12 hr/complex on a single processor, allowing all ⇠1400 complexes to be rapidly evaluated. Kinase:inhibitor
pairs that appear to have large protonation state effects despite these assumptions will be flagged as candidates
for subsequent detailed study in Aim 2.
Preliminary data: We performed a cursory survey of 10 kinase:inhibitor complexes in the RCSB using MCCE2 in
‘quick’ mode, where limited conformational sampling of sidechain rotamers is performed. Protonation state penalties
and charges were obtained as described above. Table 1 summarizes the results of this survey. Protonation state
effects leading to large modeling errors can arise from either a shift in dominant protonation state upon binding or
from the population of a mixture of protonation state in either complex or solution. Of the 10 complexes surveyed,
only 1/10 kinase:inhibitor complexes did not show any predicted shift in average protein or inhibitor protonation
state upon binding; in 1/10 cases, the kinase experienced a large (+0.9) shift, while in 4/10 cases, the inhibitor
experienced a large (>0.5) shift in �nH . For the inhibitor, only 2/10 cases did not populate a mixture of protonation
states or experience a large shift in dominant protonation state upon binding.

�nH on binding inhibitor protonation state populations
kinase inhibitor PDBID kinase inhibitor in solution in complex
EGFR afatinib 4G5J -0.35 -0.83 98.0% / — 19.0% / 80.5%
ALK alectinib 3AOX -0.14 +0.09 64.8% / 35.2% 56.1% 43.9%
VEGFR2 axitinib 4AG8 +0.00 +0.00 82.7% / 17.4% — / 100%
ABL1 bosutinib 3UE4 -0.04 +0.00 88.7% / — / — / — 97.5% / — / — / —
ALK ceritinib 4MKC +0.90 +0.00 100% 100%
MEK1 cobimetinib 4AN2 -0.30 +0.00 — / 95.8% 88.8% / —
MET crizotinib 2WGJ -0.17 -0.80 62.0% / 37.3% / — / — — / — / 76.4% / 23.6%
ALK crizotinib 4ANQ -0.15 -0.60 62.0% / 37.3% / — — / — / 99.5%
ABL1 ponatinib 3IK3 -0.28 +0.50 57.6% / 38.4% 100% / —
DDR1 ponatinib 3ZOS -0.35 +0.00 55.2% / — / 41.3% — / 97.4% / —

Table 1. Preliminary MCCE2 calculations of net proton gain or loss (�nH ) upon inhibitor binding at pH 7.4 for kinase and inhibitor
for selected kinases. Ten kinase:inhibitor complexes from the RCSB were surveyed using Epik [63] protonation state energy penalties for
the inhibitor at pH 7.4 and AM1-BCC charges [65,66] using the ‘quick’ mode, where sampling of sidechain rotamers is not fully exhaustive.
Of these, only VEGFR2:axitinib did not show any predicted shift in average protein or inhibitor protonation state upon binding. Most other
complexes exhibited mild (|�nH | < 0.5) protonation state shifts in protein (8/10) or inhibitor (1/10), while a few showed large (|�nH | � 0.5)
shifts in average protonation state of kinase (1/10) or inhibitor (4/10) as shown in bold. Initibitor protonation states in solution and in complex
are also shown, with the population of each protonation state listed; small (< 5%) populations are denoted with a dash —. Significant
protonation state effects for the inhibitor occur when the inhibitor populates a mixture of protonation state in either solution or complex
(7/10), or if there is a shift in dominant protonation state (6/10); these cases are denoted in bold. Statistical uncertainty in populations was
⇠0.1%, but the limited rotamer variety used in these pilot calculations introduces additional error.

Expected outcomes: The survey described in this Aim will provide the first estimate of the overall importance of
protonation effects in kinase:inhibitor binding, and will provide numerous candidates for future in-depth study. It will
also provide a critical benchmark of quantitative accuracy for pKa prediction methods for kinase inhibitors.
Potential pitfalls and alternative approaches: Crystal structures of Abl:imatinib will be used as a control, since
protonation state effects have been characterized for this system. Should pKa predictions for kinase inhibitors
prove too inaccurate, we will focus subsequent Aims on kinase inhibitors with available experimental pKa data.
If too many potential kinase:inhibitor systems may have significant protonation state effects, we will prioritize
kinases with facile bacterial expression and kinase inhibitors that can be easilyobtained to facilitate subsequent
experimental Aims. Multiple simulation runs and statistical error analysis will ensure reproducibility of calculations.

Marilyn Gunner (CCNY) 
Salah Salah

Protonation state effects in kinase inhibitor binding estimated by MCCE2 (in “quick mode”) [unpublished]
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Aim 1B. Survey noncovalent kinase:inhibitor complexes for significant protonation state effects using MCCE2.
Approach: We will extract all noncovalent kinase:inhibitor complexes in the PDB to perform a large-scale survey
of potential protonation-state effects using MCCE2 [12,14]. MCCE2 uses Monte Carlo (MC) sampling of sidechain
rotamers and sidechain/inhibitor protonation states to efficiently sample the equilibrium distribution of protomeric
states [12,14]. While MCCE2 makes the approximation that the protein backbone and ligand geometry is fixed for
efficient sampling, protonation states, tautomers, and sidechain rotamers are sampled during the simulation.
All kinase inhibitors will have solution protonation and tautomer populations predicted as in Aim 1A and charges
assigned using the AM1-BCC method [65,66] to produce charges compatible with the MCCE2 titratable protein
forcefield. For each complex, a complete model of the kinase catalytic domain (with missing heavy atoms added
and internal loops modeled) will be generated using MODELLER [67,68], and an explicit-hydrogen form of the
ligand constructed using the OpenEye toolkit. MCCE2 will be run on inhibitor alone, kinase alone, and complex to
identify (1) whether mixtures of protonation states exist in significant populations in any of these states, and (2)
if so, whether dominant protonation states of inhibitor or kinase are seen to shift upon binding. MCCE requires
⇠6-12 hr/complex on a single processor, allowing all ⇠1400 complexes to be rapidly evaluated. Kinase:inhibitor
pairs that appear to have large protonation state effects despite these assumptions will be flagged as candidates
for subsequent detailed study in Aim 2.
Preliminary data: We performed a cursory survey of 10 kinase:inhibitor complexes in the RCSB using MCCE2 in
‘quick’ mode, where limited conformational sampling of sidechain rotamers is performed. Protonation state penalties
and charges were obtained as described above. Table 1 summarizes the results of this survey. Protonation state
effects leading to large modeling errors can arise from either a shift in dominant protonation state upon binding or
from the population of a mixture of protonation state in either complex or solution. Of the 10 complexes surveyed,
only 1/10 kinase:inhibitor complexes did not show any predicted shift in average protein or inhibitor protonation
state upon binding; in 1/10 cases, the kinase experienced a large (+0.9) shift, while in 4/10 cases, the inhibitor
experienced a large (>0.5) shift in �nH . For the inhibitor, only 2/10 cases did not populate a mixture of protonation
states or experience a large shift in dominant protonation state upon binding.

�nH on binding inhibitor protonation state populations
kinase inhibitor PDBID kinase inhibitor in solution in complex
EGFR afatinib 4G5J -0.35 -0.83 98.0% / — 19.0% / 80.5%
ALK alectinib 3AOX -0.14 +0.09 64.8% / 35.2% 56.1% 43.9%
VEGFR2 axitinib 4AG8 +0.00 +0.00 82.7% / 17.4% — / 100%
ABL1 bosutinib 3UE4 -0.04 +0.00 88.7% / — / — / — 97.5% / — / — / —
ALK ceritinib 4MKC +0.90 +0.00 100% 100%
MEK1 cobimetinib 4AN2 -0.30 +0.00 — / 95.8% 88.8% / —
MET crizotinib 2WGJ -0.17 -0.80 62.0% / 37.3% / — / — — / — / 76.4% / 23.6%
ALK crizotinib 4ANQ -0.15 -0.60 62.0% / 37.3% / — — / — / 99.5%
ABL1 ponatinib 3IK3 -0.28 +0.50 57.6% / 38.4% 100% / —
DDR1 ponatinib 3ZOS -0.35 +0.00 55.2% / — / 41.3% — / 97.4% / —

Table 1. Preliminary MCCE2 calculations of net proton gain or loss (�nH ) upon inhibitor binding at pH 7.4 for kinase and inhibitor
for selected kinases. Ten kinase:inhibitor complexes from the RCSB were surveyed using Epik [63] protonation state energy penalties for
the inhibitor at pH 7.4 and AM1-BCC charges [65,66] using the ‘quick’ mode, where sampling of sidechain rotamers is not fully exhaustive.
Of these, only VEGFR2:axitinib did not show any predicted shift in average protein or inhibitor protonation state upon binding. Most other
complexes exhibited mild (|�nH | < 0.5) protonation state shifts in protein (8/10) or inhibitor (1/10), while a few showed large (|�nH | � 0.5)
shifts in average protonation state of kinase (1/10) or inhibitor (4/10) as shown in bold. Initibitor protonation states in solution and in complex
are also shown, with the population of each protonation state listed; small (< 5%) populations are denoted with a dash —. Significant
protonation state effects for the inhibitor occur when the inhibitor populates a mixture of protonation state in either solution or complex
(7/10), or if there is a shift in dominant protonation state (6/10); these cases are denoted in bold. Statistical uncertainty in populations was
⇠0.1%, but the limited rotamer variety used in these pilot calculations introduces additional error.

Expected outcomes: The survey described in this Aim will provide the first estimate of the overall importance of
protonation effects in kinase:inhibitor binding, and will provide numerous candidates for future in-depth study. It will
also provide a critical benchmark of quantitative accuracy for pKa prediction methods for kinase inhibitors.
Potential pitfalls and alternative approaches: Crystal structures of Abl:imatinib will be used as a control, since
protonation state effects have been characterized for this system. Should pKa predictions for kinase inhibitors
prove too inaccurate, we will focus subsequent Aims on kinase inhibitors with available experimental pKa data.
If too many potential kinase:inhibitor systems may have significant protonation state effects, we will prioritize
kinases with facile bacterial expression and kinase inhibitors that can be easilyobtained to facilitate subsequent
experimental Aims. Multiple simulation runs and statistical error analysis will ensure reproducibility of calculations.

Marilyn Gunner (CCNY) 
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Aim 1B. Survey noncovalent kinase:inhibitor complexes for significant protonation state effects using MCCE2.
Approach: We will extract all noncovalent kinase:inhibitor complexes in the PDB to perform a large-scale survey
of potential protonation-state effects using MCCE2 [12,14]. MCCE2 uses Monte Carlo (MC) sampling of sidechain
rotamers and sidechain/inhibitor protonation states to efficiently sample the equilibrium distribution of protomeric
states [12,14]. While MCCE2 makes the approximation that the protein backbone and ligand geometry is fixed for
efficient sampling, protonation states, tautomers, and sidechain rotamers are sampled during the simulation.
All kinase inhibitors will have solution protonation and tautomer populations predicted as in Aim 1A and charges
assigned using the AM1-BCC method [65,66] to produce charges compatible with the MCCE2 titratable protein
forcefield. For each complex, a complete model of the kinase catalytic domain (with missing heavy atoms added
and internal loops modeled) will be generated using MODELLER [67,68], and an explicit-hydrogen form of the
ligand constructed using the OpenEye toolkit. MCCE2 will be run on inhibitor alone, kinase alone, and complex to
identify (1) whether mixtures of protonation states exist in significant populations in any of these states, and (2)
if so, whether dominant protonation states of inhibitor or kinase are seen to shift upon binding. MCCE requires
⇠6-12 hr/complex on a single processor, allowing all ⇠1400 complexes to be rapidly evaluated. Kinase:inhibitor
pairs that appear to have large protonation state effects despite these assumptions will be flagged as candidates
for subsequent detailed study in Aim 2.
Preliminary data: We performed a cursory survey of 10 kinase:inhibitor complexes in the RCSB using MCCE2 in
‘quick’ mode, where limited conformational sampling of sidechain rotamers is performed. Protonation state penalties
and charges were obtained as described above. Table 1 summarizes the results of this survey. Protonation state
effects leading to large modeling errors can arise from either a shift in dominant protonation state upon binding or
from the population of a mixture of protonation state in either complex or solution. Of the 10 complexes surveyed,
only 1/10 kinase:inhibitor complexes did not show any predicted shift in average protein or inhibitor protonation
state upon binding; in 1/10 cases, the kinase experienced a large (+0.9) shift, while in 4/10 cases, the inhibitor
experienced a large (>0.5) shift in �nH . For the inhibitor, only 2/10 cases did not populate a mixture of protonation
states or experience a large shift in dominant protonation state upon binding.

�nH on binding inhibitor protonation state populations
kinase inhibitor PDBID kinase inhibitor in solution in complex
EGFR afatinib 4G5J -0.35 -0.83 98.0% / — 19.0% / 80.5%
ALK alectinib 3AOX -0.14 +0.09 64.8% / 35.2% 56.1% 43.9%
VEGFR2 axitinib 4AG8 +0.00 +0.00 82.7% / 17.4% — / 100%
ABL1 bosutinib 3UE4 -0.04 +0.00 88.7% / — / — / — 97.5% / — / — / —
ALK ceritinib 4MKC +0.90 +0.00 100% 100%
MEK1 cobimetinib 4AN2 -0.30 +0.00 — / 95.8% 88.8% / —
MET crizotinib 2WGJ -0.17 -0.80 62.0% / 37.3% / — / — — / — / 76.4% / 23.6%
ALK crizotinib 4ANQ -0.15 -0.60 62.0% / 37.3% / — — / — / 99.5%
ABL1 ponatinib 3IK3 -0.28 +0.50 57.6% / 38.4% 100% / —
DDR1 ponatinib 3ZOS -0.35 +0.00 55.2% / — / 41.3% — / 97.4% / —

Table 1. Preliminary MCCE2 calculations of net proton gain or loss (�nH ) upon inhibitor binding at pH 7.4 for kinase and inhibitor
for selected kinases. Ten kinase:inhibitor complexes from the RCSB were surveyed using Epik [63] protonation state energy penalties for
the inhibitor at pH 7.4 and AM1-BCC charges [65,66] using the ‘quick’ mode, where sampling of sidechain rotamers is not fully exhaustive.
Of these, only VEGFR2:axitinib did not show any predicted shift in average protein or inhibitor protonation state upon binding. Most other
complexes exhibited mild (|�nH | < 0.5) protonation state shifts in protein (8/10) or inhibitor (1/10), while a few showed large (|�nH | � 0.5)
shifts in average protonation state of kinase (1/10) or inhibitor (4/10) as shown in bold. Initibitor protonation states in solution and in complex
are also shown, with the population of each protonation state listed; small (< 5%) populations are denoted with a dash —. Significant
protonation state effects for the inhibitor occur when the inhibitor populates a mixture of protonation state in either solution or complex
(7/10), or if there is a shift in dominant protonation state (6/10); these cases are denoted in bold. Statistical uncertainty in populations was
⇠0.1%, but the limited rotamer variety used in these pilot calculations introduces additional error.

Expected outcomes: The survey described in this Aim will provide the first estimate of the overall importance of
protonation effects in kinase:inhibitor binding, and will provide numerous candidates for future in-depth study. It will
also provide a critical benchmark of quantitative accuracy for pKa prediction methods for kinase inhibitors.
Potential pitfalls and alternative approaches: Crystal structures of Abl:imatinib will be used as a control, since
protonation state effects have been characterized for this system. Should pKa predictions for kinase inhibitors
prove too inaccurate, we will focus subsequent Aims on kinase inhibitors with available experimental pKa data.
If too many potential kinase:inhibitor systems may have significant protonation state effects, we will prioritize
kinases with facile bacterial expression and kinase inhibitors that can be easilyobtained to facilitate subsequent
experimental Aims. Multiple simulation runs and statistical error analysis will ensure reproducibility of calculations.
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Aim 1B. Survey noncovalent kinase:inhibitor complexes for significant protonation state effects using MCCE2.
Approach: We will extract all noncovalent kinase:inhibitor complexes in the PDB to perform a large-scale survey
of potential protonation-state effects using MCCE2 [12,14]. MCCE2 uses Monte Carlo (MC) sampling of sidechain
rotamers and sidechain/inhibitor protonation states to efficiently sample the equilibrium distribution of protomeric
states [12,14]. While MCCE2 makes the approximation that the protein backbone and ligand geometry is fixed for
efficient sampling, protonation states, tautomers, and sidechain rotamers are sampled during the simulation.
All kinase inhibitors will have solution protonation and tautomer populations predicted as in Aim 1A and charges
assigned using the AM1-BCC method [65,66] to produce charges compatible with the MCCE2 titratable protein
forcefield. For each complex, a complete model of the kinase catalytic domain (with missing heavy atoms added
and internal loops modeled) will be generated using MODELLER [67,68], and an explicit-hydrogen form of the
ligand constructed using the OpenEye toolkit. MCCE2 will be run on inhibitor alone, kinase alone, and complex to
identify (1) whether mixtures of protonation states exist in significant populations in any of these states, and (2)
if so, whether dominant protonation states of inhibitor or kinase are seen to shift upon binding. MCCE requires
⇠6-12 hr/complex on a single processor, allowing all ⇠1400 complexes to be rapidly evaluated. Kinase:inhibitor
pairs that appear to have large protonation state effects despite these assumptions will be flagged as candidates
for subsequent detailed study in Aim 2.
Preliminary data: We performed a cursory survey of 10 kinase:inhibitor complexes in the RCSB using MCCE2 in
‘quick’ mode, where limited conformational sampling of sidechain rotamers is performed. Protonation state penalties
and charges were obtained as described above. Table 1 summarizes the results of this survey. Protonation state
effects leading to large modeling errors can arise from either a shift in dominant protonation state upon binding or
from the population of a mixture of protonation state in either complex or solution. Of the 10 complexes surveyed,
only 1/10 kinase:inhibitor complexes did not show any predicted shift in average protein or inhibitor protonation
state upon binding; in 1/10 cases, the kinase experienced a large (+0.9) shift, while in 4/10 cases, the inhibitor
experienced a large (>0.5) shift in �nH . For the inhibitor, only 2/10 cases did not populate a mixture of protonation
states or experience a large shift in dominant protonation state upon binding.

�nH on binding inhibitor protonation state populations
kinase inhibitor PDBID kinase inhibitor in solution in complex
EGFR afatinib 4G5J -0.35 -0.83 98.0% / — 19.0% / 80.5%
ALK alectinib 3AOX -0.14 +0.09 64.8% / 35.2% 56.1% 43.9%
VEGFR2 axitinib 4AG8 +0.00 +0.00 82.7% / 17.4% — / 100%
ABL1 bosutinib 3UE4 -0.04 +0.00 88.7% / — / — / — 97.5% / — / — / —
ALK ceritinib 4MKC +0.90 +0.00 100% 100%
MEK1 cobimetinib 4AN2 -0.30 +0.00 — / 95.8% 88.8% / —
MET crizotinib 2WGJ -0.17 -0.80 62.0% / 37.3% / — / — — / — / 76.4% / 23.6%
ALK crizotinib 4ANQ -0.15 -0.60 62.0% / 37.3% / — — / — / 99.5%
ABL1 ponatinib 3IK3 -0.28 +0.50 57.6% / 38.4% 100% / —
DDR1 ponatinib 3ZOS -0.35 +0.00 55.2% / — / 41.3% — / 97.4% / —

Table 1. Preliminary MCCE2 calculations of net proton gain or loss (�nH ) upon inhibitor binding at pH 7.4 for kinase and inhibitor
for selected kinases. Ten kinase:inhibitor complexes from the RCSB were surveyed using Epik [63] protonation state energy penalties for
the inhibitor at pH 7.4 and AM1-BCC charges [65,66] using the ‘quick’ mode, where sampling of sidechain rotamers is not fully exhaustive.
Of these, only VEGFR2:axitinib did not show any predicted shift in average protein or inhibitor protonation state upon binding. Most other
complexes exhibited mild (|�nH | < 0.5) protonation state shifts in protein (8/10) or inhibitor (1/10), while a few showed large (|�nH | � 0.5)
shifts in average protonation state of kinase (1/10) or inhibitor (4/10) as shown in bold. Initibitor protonation states in solution and in complex
are also shown, with the population of each protonation state listed; small (< 5%) populations are denoted with a dash —. Significant
protonation state effects for the inhibitor occur when the inhibitor populates a mixture of protonation state in either solution or complex
(7/10), or if there is a shift in dominant protonation state (6/10); these cases are denoted in bold. Statistical uncertainty in populations was
⇠0.1%, but the limited rotamer variety used in these pilot calculations introduces additional error.

Expected outcomes: The survey described in this Aim will provide the first estimate of the overall importance of
protonation effects in kinase:inhibitor binding, and will provide numerous candidates for future in-depth study. It will
also provide a critical benchmark of quantitative accuracy for pKa prediction methods for kinase inhibitors.
Potential pitfalls and alternative approaches: Crystal structures of Abl:imatinib will be used as a control, since
protonation state effects have been characterized for this system. Should pKa predictions for kinase inhibitors
prove too inaccurate, we will focus subsequent Aims on kinase inhibitors with available experimental pKa data.
If too many potential kinase:inhibitor systems may have significant protonation state effects, we will prioritize
kinases with facile bacterial expression and kinase inhibitors that can be easilyobtained to facilitate subsequent
experimental Aims. Multiple simulation runs and statistical error analysis will ensure reproducibility of calculations.

Marilyn Gunner (CCNY) 
Salah Salah

net change in protons 
upon binding

population of mixture 
of protonation states 

in bound or unbound state

shift in dominant 
protonation state 

upon binding

Protonation state effects in kinase inhibitor binding estimated by MCCE2 (in “quick mode”) [unpublished]

Community needs high-quality small molecule pKa data, predictors,  
and examples where protonation state effects are important



Let’s not forget tautomers

Martin Y. JCAMD 23:693, 2009. Let’s not forget tautomers.

tautomer has been unambiguously established. Figure 5
illustrates the contrast between the solution structure of a

barbiturate analogue and that in a 1.8 Å crystal structure as

bound to matrix metalloproteinase 8 [17]. Others have

shown with SCRF-HF/6-31G** calculations that the tau-
tomer of unsubstituted barbituric acid that corresponds to

the bound tautomer is 20.05 kcal/mol less stable in polar

medium [18]. Figure 6 shows the tautomer of pterin bound
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tautomers of warfarin
tautomers are found; this increases the size of the dataset

by 1.64-fold. Using a different tautomer generating pro-
gram, others have found similar or slightly more increases

in the size of a database [3]. Hence, although consider-

ation of tautomers will increase the number of structures
considered for virtual screening, the increase should be

manageable.

Calculated properties of tautomers

pKa Differences between tautomers

Because the tautomers of a molecule have different struc-

tures, they differ in their ability to gain or lose a proton;

their pKa values. In the simple case of an ionizable mol-
ecule that has two tautomeric forms, the tautomeric ratio is

a function of the pKa’s of the tautomers. For example,

consider the tautomeric and ionic equilibria of 6-chloro-2-
pyridone in water, Fig. 14. Algebraically Kt = Ka

OX/Ka
OH.

Hence, one can calculate the value of any one of these

equilibrium constants from values of the other two.
The observed pKa of a tautomerizable molecules is a

composite of several individual microscopic ionization

constants and the tautomeric equilibrium constant(s) [33].
For example, the protonated form tetracycline (Structure 10)

can be present as any one of nine tautomers, and the neutral

form by ten [34]. Each of these 19 species could contribute to
the observed pKa as well as the biological properties and

octanol-water log D of the molecule. Similarly, 8-oxogua-

nine (Structure 11) can exist as one or more of 100 neutral or
anionic tautomers. This complicates investigations into its

mechanism of mutagenicity [33].

Calculation of the tautomer ratio in solution

Although many workers have investigated the relative
stabilities of tautomers in different liquid phases, because

of the difficulty of measuring the equilibrium constants

there is no publically available comprehensive database of
this data. This lack hinders the development of empirical

methods to predict the ratios of tautomers of a molecule.

The implications of the lack of experimental data are
described in detail in an article on predicting pKa [35], a

less complex equilibrium constant.

If the tautomerization involves only the movement of a
proton between sites, the tautomer equilibrium constant can

be calculated from the pKa of each tautomer. This rela-

tionship holds because deprotonation of the tautomers lead
to resonance structures of a common structure. Hammett-

type [9] or empirical charge [36] relationships can be used

to calculate the pKa’s of the tautomers and hence the
tautomeric ratio. However, even these calculations have

errors in the range of 0.8 log units [35].

More elaborate, but not necessarily more accurate, cal-
culations involve free-energy perturbation [37] or quantum

chemical calculations [18, 19, 28, 33, 38–48]. To date there

appears to be no consensus as to the most appropriate
method.
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More than half of all drugs 
have 2 or more tautomers



Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) PROVIDES 
A FLEXIBLE FRAMEWORK FOR enhancements

MD-like

generalized hybrid 
Monte Carlo (GHMC)

ligand MC

ligand displacement/ 
rotation to sample 

different binding sites

constant pH tautomers

- - - including chemical effects - - - 

Monte Carlo 
protein and ligand 
titration attempts

Monte Carlo 
ligand tautomer 

change attempts

- - - speeding up sampling - - - 

We ARE WORKING TO USE free energy calculations and experiments to 
quantify the error in neglecting of protomers and tautomers

with Marilyn Gunner (CCNY), Markus Seeliger (Stony Brook), Paul Czodrowski (Merck Serono), Vijay Pande (Stanford)



2.   We’re missing some essential chemical in our simulations  
(e.g. protonation states, tautomers, covalent association)

3.   We haven’t sampled all of the relevant conformations 

V (q) =
!

bonds

Kr(r − req)
2 +

!

angles

Kθ(θ − θeq)
2

+
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dihedrals
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2
[1 + cos(nφ − γ)] +

!

i<j

"

Aij

R12
ij

−

Bij
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+
qiqj

ϵRij

#

1. The forcefield does a poor job of modeling the physics of our system

we need to focus the field on major 
outstanding challenges



3.   We haven’t sampled all of the relevant conformations 

The elephant in the room: Clear need for clever solutions for multiple situations. 
- ligand pose flips 
- protein large-scale conformational changes 
- partial unfolding or disordered regions 
- multi-domain proteins, multiple binding partners, changes in assembly state

we need to focus the field on major 
outstanding challenges





open source, High performance, high usability toolkits for 
predictive biomolecular simulation AND MODELING

http://omnia.md

http://omnia.md


http://omnia.md

prepare x-ray structures 
for simulation

run simulations 
build mm codes 
test algorithms

read/write/analyze 
trajectories

automate modeling of  
protein sequences 
for simulation

run free energy calculations/ 
experiment with algorithms

build markov state models 
to analyze statistical 

biomolecular dynamics

and more to come!

http://omnia.md




Goals of omnia
* build a robust community of interoperable tools  

without draconian leadership 
* minimize needs for imposing heavy-handed standards specifications 
* allow rapid development of tools that use other tools 
* allow standards to evolve naturally



standardize on a few packages  
for interoperability

gromacs 
charmm 
amber 
others



python

* Free 
* Easy to read 
* easy to learn 
* batteries included 
* good numeric libraries 
* lots of scientific codes now wrapped in python 
* adopted by many organizations 
* can easily talk to the internets



installing dependencies



installing dependencies
Has anyone here ever tried to compile scipy?



installing dependencies
Has anyone here ever tried to compile scipy?



installing Omnia 
conda	  install	  -‐c	  omnia	  omnia

That’s really it.  Seriously.



miniconda

wget	  https://repo.continuum.io/miniconda/Miniconda-‐latest-‐Linux-‐x86_64.sh	  
bash	  -‐b	  ./Miniconda-‐latest-‐Linux-‐x86_64.sh	  -‐p	  $HOME/miniconda	  
export	  PATH=$HOME/miniconda/bin:$PATH

Great for Bots!



conda	  config	  -‐-‐add	  channels	  http://conda.anaconda.org/omnia	  
conda	  install	  openmm

You may want to add the omnia channel 
and install packages individually:

Dependencies are automatically resolved!

Install specific versions:

Install latest development snapshots:

conda	  install	  openmm==7.0.1

conda	  install	  openmm-‐dev



conda package manager

http://continuum.io 
http://conda.pydata.com

* anaconda python: full scientific python suite 
great for scientists! 

* miniconda: minimal “bootstrap” version 
great for automating installs via the web 

* anaconda server: centrally-managed packages

http://continuum.io
http://conda.pydata.com


Thanks!
David Mobley (UCI)  
michel Shirts (UColorado) 
Michael Gilson and D3R (UCSD) 
Brad Sherborne (Merck) 
Vijay Pande (stanford/a16Z) 
Terry STouch (JCAMD) 
Ken Dill (stony Brook) 
Robert Abel (Schrödinger) 
Anthony Nicholls (OpenEye) 
Kim Branson (Lumiata)


